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REMARKS ON THE'REPORT "TRADIT-IONAL SUSPENSION BRIDGES IN ,TAPLEJtiNG DISTRICT" 

Since the publication nearly six ye.ars, amgo of'the technical report "Tradiona 
Suspension' Bridges in Taplejung inqTapi'e"jung District" a considerable 
amount,bf experience has been accumulated in development of a bridge type 
based on ideas inspired by the ireport. Duringlmost of those years I have 
'been in the employ of SATA in the field of trali'l bridges. These remarks 
outline part of that experience. .i 

The fitit bridge built with the ideas from thie bridges found in Taplejung 
District but with improvements based on enginee.ring analysis was Thumma 
Bridge< on the Tamar River, Taplejung District, shown in the photo below,, 
This bridge type utilizing stone masonry towers, upper main cables a-nd 
nq lower cables might fittingly be called a "Taplejung-type" bridge, 

. 

Photo 58:24/ ' 

ble span of the Thurrrna Bridge .was 81 m, walkway length was 61’1?and the 
idge was completed in September 1979. The masonry tower shown above 
s 6.6 m tall menasured from the base. A layer using cement was constructed 
cry .sj m i’n which cement mrtar was used-between the cut stones forming 
e perimeter of the layer and dqncrete with very large plumbs was used 
complete the rest of the layer within the cut stone perimeter, Othen?rise 
cement was used between the cement layers. In order to cap the tower 
ent was used throughout the topmost layers 
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-The walkway of Thumrid Br i 
shown at-the left. , 

The experience of Thumna 
appeared to be--a success f 
of the application-of ex i 
local technique with .efig ; 

t&e is 

I 1 

Ori.dge'.W 
ul'example 
sting . 
neering.‘ 

improvements, .The construction 
cost was relatively .low and con- 
struction time relatively.short - .. 
relative, that is, to certai'n other 
centrally funded projects, w ,, 

Thus, SATA was encouraged to sponsor 
a further program aimed at bridge- 
budding utilizing improved local 
technique agd training local ski,lled ., 
workers. That program took pl'ace 
in Dhading Distrjct, a djstrict . ~ ., 
partly adjacent to and-west of 
Kathmandu Val-ley, Si'x bridges 
were built,.two of which were of 

'the "Taplejung-type". Three others ' 
' used a short masonry tower, about. 
1 m height, to carry h.andrail cables, 
*while the ,lower main cables were 
carried by a concrete block cast 
in alq cases on rock.em The remaini'ng 
bridge used steel p+r& sections-' x 
for towers ‘with walkway of-the 

. "TaPlejung-ty~P". 

? first of those two "Taplejung-type" bridges in Dhading District wi II 
Itang Erjdg?, showrl,beloL/;-with cabl?span of 108 m, waik\f:ay length 
E2 ri:, atid completion in June 1982, The height of the toh?r in the fore: 
)\lrlf: b~zs 6-5 m, However, s-in.ce cement was not as expe~lsive as in Taplejung I 
;trici Bnd the bridge-'budget was adequate, cement narcar was used between- ( 
I tile cut stones forming the o&er perimeter of all iaxrs-of 'the masonry 
WitUY^p. 

.' c 
Concreting within the outermmetes of cut stones was at 
1 m in,erva~s, the same as at Thumma Bridge, 

1% , 

’ . 

Photo 
88:14 
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The second of those two "Taplejung- 
type" bridges in Dhading astrict 
was Thopal Bridge, shown at the left, 
with cable span of 101 m, walkway 
length of 59 m and completion in 1 
June 1984. Due to scarcity of good 11 
stone,and lower cement cost because 
of vehicular transport up to the 
site', a greater amount of cement . 
was .used in the masonry towers than \ 
at Kin'tang Bridge,, The walkway 
landing in-the foreground is built 
w,ithout cement. 

P 

hoto 101,:37 

d 
uring the bri‘dge building experiences outlined above a uring the bri‘dge building experiences outlined above a 
or tha masonry towers was'established as shown bplow. or tha masonry towers was'established as shown bplow. 
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Althouyh thi! highest-tower. built was 6-G m, ‘I wduld not hqsitate) to, build . ' ? 
tpe r-5 l-2 m higher if the site profile'and/or size of building stones b 
a'll0w.s it. (Pl acement of the stones up until now has been a&complished 
'by carrying them'up a temporary ramp at the rearo'f the tower, Making 
the ramp arnd carrying the stones up it will become increasingly difficult 
depending on ground profile behind the tower and re4uire.d tower height.) 

Time and space do not allow detailing here.of more of the vari,ous eqperiences, 
of the past,years, 
978'report' "O:,. 

No?+ is it possible here to undertake a'review of the 
Bridges,in Tapl‘ejurig . ..".-some ideas of which provedp‘ a 

good and others of which proved not so good'or-remained untested. 
* e s f 9 
,fn conclusion,' 1“do recommend the "Taplejungitype" bridge as a desirable 
bridge type where site conditions are suitable. Suitabi'ltty- $11 
.,on"aVailability of stone, stone cutters and masons, site profile, 

e 

epend 
rans- B 

-.partation .cost, etc. _.,, . 
. . , 

Persons in Nepal or Switzerland really interested i'n the above subject : 
migh: .want to peruse periodic reports which I have been submitting since . 
1978'andwhich ought to be on file- at SATA, Ekanta Kuna, Jawalakhel., ' 
Kathm.anciu,.. at Suspension -Bridge Divisioi, Kathmandu,, at-HELVETAS', Ztirich, 
and at Direktion fl)r Entwicklut~gszusamntenarbeit and humanitsre Hilfe (.DEH)j 
Berll. A final report ofiexperiences of the past years is currently in 
the outline stage. 

n- -> 

n ;r!y event, I have iiiluded the above remarks‘here to-indicate th~at 
.he z'tht-e uf the art has progressed significantly since the 1978 Taplejung ' 
‘eJpcirt . it would be like tryirrg.,to reinvent the wheel for anyone to pick 
'P ::,a: report and start to develop 

al orieU 
improved designs on the basis of that 

/ . 

Herbert. Rice 
SATR, Ne:\ai 

, 
;. . 
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of th‘e . , 

‘OF R6ads ‘Department planned and, 

I’. 

Panctit$ar Districts. 

_ 

This loose 

exper’ienced bridge 

; -- 

of the Taplejung local bridges, to assess their- technical merit 
J 

In the con- 

listins of the raw technical data, notes and photos of all the 

and spe’cific techyical cal 
* 

as a w’ide for bridge design work and const 

It is proposed that a 
. I 



preliminary manual+.be written For use in a trainihg program 

in Taplejung. - 
// 

I: 
*’ 1 . . . 

1’ 
I 1. .‘. 
Similar studies should\ be carri-d out in $ther areas where 1oc.a 

bridge bu$l’ding. technologies exist and re’lated reports and ’ . _, 
/I” 

manuals shculd be,, prepared. IF technical improvements are. needel 
II . 

they should be suggested in the repot-t and present \e ‘- d in the 

local marual for the area studied. 9s in .Taplejung, a training 

program for focal builders should be exec,uted in ,each. area. The 
I 

trained local builders hopefully will go on to’build bridges in 
. 

the districts in which they were trained. .’ 
, 

The training of local builders, and the writing of local manuals 

, ‘alone do not guarantee success For local bridge building pro- 
, 

grams. The districts involved shwld‘assess their bridge buildil 

needs and formulat’e a development plan. Some main trail, long 

span bridges should be built by SBO while at other sites a,loca 

style bridge ‘might be appropriate:, Once a district bridge build. 
-- 

d ing program has been developed the wantities of steel and 

clble required can be determined. 
,- 

Building OF 1ocaI bridges 

can be expedited by stock piling of steel parts and cables 

at the district center. Most of the steel work can be done in 

the Field for local bridges anb’therefore byli- purchase ‘uf 

steel Fl-om suppliers such as National-Trading wculd be advan- 

tageous. It is much easier to transpor,t large quantities of step 

and other materials one time For several bridges than to’trans- 

Port Parta for each bridge separately. , ‘I/ 

% ._. c- 
, . 

‘\t, 
1, 

’ * 
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D ,i 1. n 
u _* 

. 1 

ch to bridge, 

$5 Y . 
;with a variety of sag ratios. 

?ak stringers, iand transverse p1anki.n 
0 

The suspender rods were cut to length and bgnt-by -5 Kanii 

[.local blacksmith] during bridge constr&tiom.. Suspender ‘r- 

were often secured to the cable by simply wrapping them’ 

around it. .- - 
,, L 

The tow&-were of rough stone masonry coristruation ofpen 
1 

with wooden struts in Front of the yasonry. 

The cable anchorages were generally of 2 types: hooked, 

metal rods imbedded in bedr&ck or a large &ri’ed r&k,., The 2 
cable was wrapped around the hooked rods.” 

1: 

2. 

3. 
Y 

4. - 
c 

5. 

1 The walkway shape was often deter?mined by the &earn&try of the 
n. 

bridge ,,site. This flexible approach permitted the bridge to 
‘_ . . 

conform to the*site conditions. For example,the wa>kway might 

be cambered if the cablgs could,be a&haFed suFFicien$lg high 

above the mlkway landing.. _ ” l.’ 



z 

t .I 

. I.. ., ~ 
# 

,>‘- D 

When h is large en&gh,a cambered w,alkw$y is obssfble: Often 

is necessary: 

In this case the bridge has a profile similar to a suspdnded * 
. 

bridge but the cable and walkway sags at-e different. s 
5 d , 

.In the/following sub,sactions the s-ite 
. ’ 

locdtiohs 
..’ cables,, , &IS: 

penderc, rad.s and connection details, walkways 462 tower .‘anchorag 

are de’scribed and assessed techn.{cally. 0, ., . 

-! 
I 

! -:. I 
I 

2.1 Bridge Site Locations T 

All of the bridges explored had rodk on at least one side of 
\ 

the river. R 
e 

arely was the rock out &t,For the foundation. The 0 
local builders usually s‘eiecte*d sitles #with horizontal. rock on 

one or both sides so ‘steel rods in shear could be used to anchbr 
a 

the cable. In the bridge sketched below, it .was not neczssary. 

to have the walkway come ‘in below the t-b&k ledge since a dry’. 

stone wail permitted the cable to be-anchored at the’same ele’- 

vation as the walkway landing. 

. 
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is .loca 

st 360. f 
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I 
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d 

d ., ’ 

.&ch as 
.! 

the:-Nuwa KHola &idge, I 
: . 

5, 

ted too close to.an’ erroded .bank’. Sl36 
I e 

rom hdr-izontqr be maintained for-the 
P 

; ‘. ,” 

thq,*f 

. \ : \ *I 1 
? \ 

bottom :of the eroded bank tb th& front ofj the” foundation. 

Nuwa Khola Bridge has an angle-great&- ‘thain 45O. Ely mean,s 

frdm an er 

builder’ c&ld -correctly ;lacF a: fou Aat i 

of 

on . . . 



In only one case was - inadequate freebozrd’observed and in that ‘. 
, - #I 

case the monsoon of 1977 destroyed the, walkway., For the briddes. - - 

I- . 

investigated the average freeboard was 10 meters above the water 
- s-= 

I -- 
level at the time of investigation in February 1979. In~~~t~ha~1977 

:,monsoon at least 3 bridges ware washed out along the Inwa Khols. . 
, 990 suggests maintaining 5 maters above the absolGcGhigh flgod 

level . When a bridge spans a steep gorge more freeboard is neces- 

s&y. Local builders could easily measure the freaboard’before 
I 

construct&n. 
_’ 

. - 

2.2 Cables ,_ -. 
-- _. 

--. 
The aGerag sag ratio of the bridges studied was 4.9 % and-et 

of 24 had .ratios less than 4 %. 
‘- \. 

0 . 
Inordar to determine the ultimate'--,, 

and allowable ,load capacit'$ of the bridges the span, sag ratio and “> 



. 

the:cable area were tabulated. Then from this data the load 

capacity was csrculated. The calculationscand the results are 

the Appendix r pages 42 Y $5. 
. . 

7 . - . . 
t was found that the allowable load capacity [the allowable 

oad is defined ;as the-loading at which the cable is at one third 

f its breakingi’strangth) of the cables for 22 bridges was’an 

var’age of 469 kg/meter+. The allowabLe loading varied from 130 

o 915j kg/met 
+ 

. The Ampdanda Bridge, T 3, was the only bridge 

hich is consi 
4 

erad unsafe under heavy 

,~ i 

raffic due to high. 

able tension. 
\ 

higher allowabLe loading cculd be obtained for many of the 

ridges studied if the sag ratios we,:&. increased. The cable 

hould be permitted to sag to the walkway handrail in order to 

sximize the sag ratso:- The Sisna Khols Bridge, T 6, ‘could have 

Local builders oft_en 

was pointed out above, 

This. load includes the dead load of the- bridge. 
\ 
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In two of the bridges studied cables were used in parallel with 

chain links. This pradtice leads to stress and strain incompa- 

tibility since the cable is much more flexible than the steel 

at less strain than the 

2 that, when the chain links 

of its ultimate. It is clear 

tionai parallel cables, the 

In the Appendix, pages 46 - 47 

chain in tension and the links fail 

_ . cable. It was .computed for bridge T 
‘. 

fail, the cable stress is only 26 X 

that if chain rink bridges have add i 
! cables ar&&y minimally efrective 

the stress - strain compatibility calculations are shown for 

bridge T 2. 

Structural damage to cables was often observed. Local builders 
,’ 

tend to treat cable as they would a flexible rope, tying it in 

knots and wrapping it around emell dIemeter rods.’ ; 

’ / 

. . 
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The 'reduction in, strength for structurally damaged cables 

varies and is difficult to determine without testin’g. Common ’ 

lbcal methods for joining cables, such ab a square knot-with 

clamps on both sides of the knot, could conceivably develop 

full strength of the cable but a testing program must be oarried 

out to determine thi.5. I -A , 
, 
\ I/ 

iLocal bulldog grips are neither well made nor used in &ffi+ient 

numbera. There ‘are b$sipally 2 types of local grip% in use in 

Tap.le&ng. One type utilizes 2 plates bolted together. It was 

computed that, iP four ‘X” bolts were used and if a coegficient of 

fr!ction of .l is assuemed, such a local: grip oen devalopy 302 kg 

resistance. To..develop the full load apacity of a 19 mm haulage 

cable 54 grips would be necessary. \ If t,. q ‘plates were grooved the 

coefficient of friction could be increased. Mechanidal interlock 

due to cable deformation may also contribute significantly to I 
* 

the capacity of a local grip. See Appendix, page 47. 

_ 

Local cab/e qr/p : 
. .,:: :. 
-: 

1 

Y 

-he other type of grip uzed locally iepleced by a Kami while’ I 

ad-hot. 7 There are 2 variations whLch, were observed: bent flats 

vith holes and metal clips, and wire strand ,wrappad arwnd the 

iables. Both variations are -ghown in the.photos above. Only by 

iohducting a test program with local,grips can the resistance 

I$ accurately determined. A testing program should indlude the 

10th types o# grip Since the coefficient, of fricti'on is uncertain. 
I -, 

et, .yas noted that if fabri-cated bulldoq orios were used thev were 

&ally backwards and/or too cl nseL,-spaaed;-‘8 

tandard bulldog cables sent to the distri.cts sh0ul.d be 
- *:d 

lacal..builders should be shown how to use the ’ nstituted and. 
a?h 

rips properly: . 

. ’ 
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2.3 Suspender Rods and Connection Letails - 

i: 

The common)approach found for connection of rods to the cable 

wa‘s simply to wrap the rod around the cable while-hot. The rod 

diameters were normally 8 mm so that when heated they ware highly 

malleable. iWhen the main Fables had a high sag rati’o, suapen’der ro[ 
/ 

slippage was often obser’ved . Three different approaches were ob- 

served to prevent slid$ng besides simply tightly wrapping the 
. 

euspenderirod initially.. On several bridges slippage, was preven- 

ted by in,&erting a,na 1 into the strands of the cable. i This meth- 
1 

od, although effective, co7uld cause structural damage to the 

cable. Another ,approach was to wire suspender,rods onto the steep 

part of the cable. This approach worked well as long as the wire 

, 

was carefully wrapped so .as to devel’op good frictional resistance. 

On one of the bridges studied hose clamps were attached~below 

the suspender rod connections. No slippage was observed on this 
‘/ 



fter a few years. 

. 
ght consist of a flat with 3 holes spaced such that when bent 

cund the cable, 

attach the suspender rod. 

* : 

-?-Jyfee I JLf ./’ ., 
/’ 

/ : 
,r 

” 

J-/M Vr’trrJ 

.threaded eye hooks were used to 

nnect the suspender rods to he angle supports, thus permit- 

ng suspender rod adjustment. For a bridge in Ilam IJistrict a . 
_----2. .- .-. 

Long bolts are available in a variety of lsngths and 

ameters. Ad justability, in suspender rods is besi’rable so 
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Most of thd bridges studied used a ‘standard walkway with Flat 

cross supports which were often extended to the height OF the 

handrail’and than attached to the suspender rods. A variation 

on this scheme could be easily adopted for the suspended type 

bridge where the suspender,rods ar’e equal length. The flat, in- s 

stead OF being attached to the suspender could be directly . 

attached to the cable. The flat could be hooked at the ends 

with holes so a bolt could clam‘p it to the cable. Other holes 

in the flat would permit fencing to be simply wovenin and out 

the flats. Steel. flats used as suspender rods would stiffen the 

walkway i4 7 d provide a cheap alternative to fencing. 
: 

4 

p ‘ 
P There are ma*ny alternatives for suspender rods’and connections’ 

which have been observed on the local bridges studied. 1 If buil- 
I 

ders are aware of these alternatives,they cab creatively app,ly 

them to specific bri”dges. 
G 

: 

‘r. 
‘\ 2.4 Walkway 

’ _ 
-“, 

‘. 

. 
The bridges of Taplejung had . a- distinctive; walkway system whi# 

I-- 

longitudinal Strihget-S and tra&s- 

verse ‘planking. The steel flats were usually of 2 lengths with 

short and long oneraiternately attached down the walkway. Th& long 

flats servedasa support for tne fencing wires. The fSnCihg US-I- 

, 
&ly consisted’of wire and/or rod running longitudinally thrwgh . 

? 
hnles in the f$at,s. 



,, ,., . . .,..,, I’ ., . , 
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Good strength was observed when the. stringsrs,~ flats and planking 
* 

were tightly clamped together. A significant loss in strenyth 

occured when these 3 components were not well clamped. The middle 

stringer‘ , wberi used, caused bending in the flat and was ineffec- 
/ 

tive in supporting Fhe planking if the system was loosely c-lam- 

ped together. .L 

* 
Several bridges v!ere studied that h’ad a different--~lkuray-schema. ._ 
The Mews Khola Bridge, 

;; 
1. 6, had a walkway with’angle cross beams, 

A’ 
3 longitudinal Strihget-S and transverse planing. The good stiff- 

ness of the bridge was due to a well built w E oden handrail system. 

A drawing of this walkway is shown in the Apbsndix VII. 

““’ It was noted that bridges with wooden handr&ls often were in ’ i 9 

poor condition since the wood wee exposed add subject to rotting. 

;& Wooden handrails running the length of the Bridge improved the 
(, I 

-stiffneKsqpf a walkway but often had poor durability. The standard 

_. metai p&. system is more durable. 
v 

The q ardjn Bridge, 
~ -_ -4. p&7-- 

K 3, had a narrow but stiff walkway composed 
. . 

‘?’ ’ C&F ~QE$&~~~~~ longitudinal planking w.ith metal-flat cross supports, 
Q ?.$#&g~;~$. “ 

ovement of the p.Janks was prevented by transverse 

planks blaz:‘d $etwaen#the ends of the ‘top- Aayer 
G 

of planking. Flats’ 

sh,ould have been secured with bolts through ‘the planking but were r: 
a 

, , 

I 
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The Yumbini Bridge, T 2, with a span of 100 metars ha& a very 

un?table walkway. Two longitudinal planks ware placed on steel 

flats with no fastening system. .-.- Although the longitudinal plan- 

king was joined with trsnsveree planks,the walkway had very bad 

{lateral stability and was dangerws Also the flats were yften 

bent since they had, to take a high.loiding. This type of walkway 

should .be avoided in future local bridges, especially over such 

long spans. 

A good repair of the standard walkway was observed on the Phawa 

Khola Bridge in Dumriche. Panchsyat, Bridge P 1. The walkway was 

composed of flat cross supports, 3 longitudinal stringers, trans- ‘D 
verse beams at 30 cm and longitudinal planking. The transverse 

beamswere actually..the old planking before repair of the walkway. 

AJthwgh the bridge was in poor repair and the.wood in the walk- 

way was rotting, the bridge had good stability. 

dr Tbe~ndai-d walkway system with Flat cross. supports. and longitu- 
-.+ 

- .~$i~i&&,.&ringers can have good structural integrity if the\,.mem- 

berg are properly proportioned and the system acts as composite 
-, 

beam with the flats in tension and the plank above each fslat ‘in 
. I 

compressi on. This composite beam action only occura if; the system 

is securely clamped together with bolts. Two examples of T!aple- 

‘jung style walkways have been designed with properly propoktioned 

components, one design with 2 longitudinal stringers’and ore with . 

3 longitudinal stringers. 
_~~._ ~- 

Preliminary calculations are shod,” in 



X 

cross set f/ins 

, 
the Appendix, page 47. The advantage of the 3 stringer design 

is that, when the planking begins to.wear or rot but, the bridge 
-I 5 

can be crossed more safely than :with only 2 stringers. But this, 

’ a.dvantage ’ in the 3 stringer design is also a disadvantage in- 

that, \ if the planking wear-s cut or the clamping bolts come loose, 

the middle stringer produces a high moment in the steel flat, ,-- cau- 

sing it to yield and perhaps break. This problem outweighs the ad- 

vantages of the 3 stringer design. With 2 stringers-at the edges 4 

of the flat ths moment in the steel flat is minimized. It is, 

advisable to place the stringers as close as possible to the’ _ 

,_ bend -in the flat. An example of ‘hybrid’ walkway has been desig- 
‘i 

ned incorporating components of several walkway systems seen 

in Taplejung, Ilam-and Pancm - c This system utilizes angle cross 

supports, 2 or 3 longitudinal stringers and transverse planking. ’ 
,_-.- 

Steel fYats are fastened to th,e, ends of. the angles with bolts 

and as in the standard* local ,walkways t c 
e flats support the 

:. 

; 
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fencing wire and the handrail steal. Even iF the bolts connecting’ * 

the stringers loosen, the angles will not yield, since th y are 

designed for the re-iting load. %b Since the angle cross su rts I 
d , ” 

,ramain structurally so nd,. the w:alkway can be. replaced without “$ 
‘. 

need to replace damaged c*ross supports. ‘Although this walkway 
. . 

is more expen,sive initially, it should be cost effective because, ~ . 1 . * 
OF its stJperio,r’ durability. The “design calcul&ions ‘for’ the ; .~ 

0 
walkway are shown in the Appendix, ‘b ages 51’ - 52. \ , 

\ . 

d A problem noted in most of the bri gas studied was rotti;g of 

t’h.e longitudinal stringers at the aalkway landings. Usually <he 

stringers are extended bayoqd the-end of the walkway and rocks 
.A’. \ ’ ( 

and Soil are p.laced on t p o?th’em to prevent ‘vertical and tor- 
r 

sional oscillations. ,Evidently moisture in-the soi. and under the p 

rocks-speed rotti&ng of the wobden par&s at the end of.the walk- 

way. ?l fx’the end stringers rot cut‘, 
I ‘,. 

the walkway loses.much of its 

,stabilit’y. There are ‘many possible solutions wh?ch.cou.ld prevent 
i . 4 

- retard this rotting. Three solutions are suggested’ het,e: ’ 
_ 

Increase the width of ‘the stringers for,the last 2 panels 
. . 

and paint them with bituminous. paint on”:t,ar.~’ 
s 

Use 75 x 40 channel sections on the ia 

extend them under the rocks. Protec*tio 

against rust with paint would be advisable. 
,- 

. *. 

* .L Use 75 x 40 dhannels as above but imbed they concrete 
0 

at the ends,. ihin metal sheeting could%yloosely wrapped 

around the channels before placing the concretesso that, 

After the concrete set; the channels could move, permitting 

longitudinal expansion of the walkway. To minimize the con- 

crete the channels should be independent1 

r’ 

imbedded. The 

connection of the channels to the wooden stringe,ys could be 

accomplished in several ways. The “stringers could be cut t.o 

Fit inside,the channel and then bolted through the flsnges.of * 

the channel.’ Another simpler solution would be to have the’ 

channels run parallel inside the wood stringers which rest 

on the next to last cross dpport. The channels could be bol- ,- / 
/ted to thy! cross support inside the wooden stringers; See 

A 
drawing next page. 



A’n embirical%ing system of 1 to 10 was devised to describe the : a 
1, . I 

condition.of the walkways investigated in Taplejung: 3 
ii 

1’to 3 Oangerous. Very little stability - little stiffness 

against ver%icaP;oscillations and laterally unstable. 
I 

High priority for new walkway. I, 

4 to 6 Intermediate’condition. Walkway in need of repair but 
I 

new, walkwpy unnecessary. 

I 
7 to 10 Basically in good dondition with good lateral and vertica 

stability. 

The average condition of the 24 bridges investigated was a rating 
L 

of 6. Five of .the bri’ ges needed new walkways and were dangerws I _ (r-3 
i.n our opinion. Six of the bridges were badly in need of repair 

buts did not require a new twalkway, It was often noted that the 

stringers were in gobd condition while the planking needed re- 

placement. Forty-five percent of the bridges are in need of re- 
I 

pair or a new.walkway. This is an indication of low priority 

attached to walkway rap-a%+ and/or lack of effective organization 

for bridge maintenance. Training of local persons by ectually 

repairing existing bridges in Taplejung is suggested. Thy rating 

given to each of the bridge walkways studied is listed in the 

Appendix, page 42. 

I -- 

.- 



.5 Towers and Anchors 

era were basically 4 different arrangements of towers-and 

chars for the bridges investigated. The first type’oonsisted, of 

masonry tower separate from the anchor block. ,Althcugh;,thia 

rangement was common 
I 

nchayat Bridge, T 7, and Phawa Khola Bridge, I’ 1, in Taple jung 

istrict had masonry towers and separate cable anchors. The 
. . . 

The third basic type was a 

hot-t masonry wall-like structure which supported the cables 

t handrail height. This type of short masoriry tower was used 

or suspended type bridges where the handrail,cables were the 

The Fourth type of arrangement simply involved 

iminating the need For towers. 

ty-eight bridge towers were seen during the study. Seventy- 

e percent , -33 in all, were of type 2 construction. 

hor arrangements of type 1, 

S/even tower:, 

4 of type 3 and 4 of type 4 

7 1 

_ 
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were also seen. Prom these statistics it is apparent that the 

type 2 tower is the moat common variety. 

The type 1 tower-anchor arrangement is a good solution if the 

shear and moment is minimized in the tower. It is advantageous 

to &ild this type of bridge with roughly equal forestay and 

backstay anglee b-rt may not always be possible. The Phawa Khola 

Bridge of Oumriche Panchayat, P 1, was the only bridge which had 
-. 

approximately eqal forestay and backstay angles on at least one 

side of the bridge. 

All of the other towers investigated, including those in Ilam 

end Panchtar , had steep backst.ay angles. The tower on the’oppo- 

site bank across from the tower shown in picture P 1 had steep 

and unequal backetay angles. The right bank tower of the Miwa. 1 . 
Khola bridge, I 6, also had a steep backstay angle with a design 

similar to that of Phawa Khola Bridge. At First inspection it 

. 

- 

.appea”red that the masonry above the cable sadd1.e points 
- _ 

Khola Bridge was unnecessary but under more careful analysis 

beeame evident that this sort of masonry cap adds dead weight 
‘ - 

-iuhich improves both the shear capacity and the Ymoment resistance 

of the tower. It 
., 

should/be noted that the Height of the masonry 



-- . 

a- 

. 

ca’p Y;asl in all 
casea transferred to the masonry below wi 

out rea,ting on the cables. 
k This was usually accomplishe 

by bu’il’ ing a wooden frame at ‘th 

P 
e level of the cables. 

th- 

‘d 
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it totier caps and ha’d steep backstay angles. Both of the 

U-Y towers had evidence of shear and moment induced cracking. 

lis case the sheap failure appeareb to be parallel to the 

Ltant force of the 2 cable tensions. The moment induced 

<ing indicated t&t the unbalanced horizontal component of 

e at the top of the towar multiplied by the height of the 

- was less than the resisting moment. The resisting 

qua1 to the vertical cable force plus the tower dead weight 

a half the tower thickness. Also it should be noted that the 

cable anchor block appeared to be of insufficient size, tut 

depth of the anchor cculd not be determined. r. 

a concluded, that with this type of tower-anchor arrangement 

masonry cap on the tower is helpful in rea&&irig’womerit and 
*-,Lr--., .-ic n 

r. Also it is suggested that equal foresta.$.,pnd %adksta,y 

es be used when possibae. : A j ,.- 
., . 

e variations of the saaond type of tower wer seen and are 

uaaed herb as types 2Ai 28 and X. 
1 

The t-ype 2A tower had a 

‘towerS’placed immediately’ in front of the masonry tower-an- 
-- 

and ua~ally secured against sway by a steel flat inserted in 

masonry and wrapped around each wooden strut. The type 28 
i- 

r had a wooden tower several meters in front of the masonry 



0 

‘, 
stt3cture. The type 2C tower was entirely a masonry! stricture ” 
with no wooden supports. Of the towers investigated which were 

in the type 2 category, 3 fit in the type .2A e_rboetegory, 16 in 

type 28 and 14 in type’2C. The quality of workmanship of the . 
- 

arjationson t‘ype2 totiers: , a 
V‘ 

x 

\ 

rj+EzA: - 7-)-?‘&ZB: 

. 
stone tower construction was an important factor in the stabil- 

ity of tha structure. Some examples of’ good ‘and bad‘ masonry con- 

struction of the, type 2 tower are discussed below. 
,. 

The Siwng Khola Bridge, T 9; had a masonry tower-anchor with 

a wooden tower in front of the masonry. It was observed that _ 
there wee a 45O crack locatbd half a meter from the top of the 

tower which opened and closed when the bridge was ‘li’ghtly loaded. 

The movement appeared to be caused by the u,nbalanced resultant 

force at the top’of the tower. The masonry wor.k in the .tower was 

poor and perhaps..the.crack would not have formed iE the atones 

had been properly keyed. Beaidea the poor maaonry, the paacament 

of.the cable support beam was too close to the front of the tower. 

/ 



b 

Analy,sis indicates-that the wooden tower is determental to , 

the strength OF the masonry tower because the ‘cable forestay 

angle is c&creased. The result is a larger unbalanced force , 

on the masonry twer. Also it should be noted that the wooden 

towere observed were often rotten at the base and not able to 

.take a large vertical load. 

The largest dry atone tower-anchor encountered was on the Nuwa 

Khola Bridge, I 5. The tower height wae 5 meters. Despite unequal 

forestay and ba;kstay angles, go end,. 45O respectively, the 

tjridge was structurally sound under light dynamic loading. fro 

evidence of moment or shear cracking cduld-be found. It was 

notad that the cable support beam was one and half meters back 

-~ -fromthe face of the tower. Having the support beam further back 

~ -from the tower -face increases the- ahaar- resistance. Although 

eoo_lrate analysis of the type 2 tower is difficult, some cal- 

culations are presented together with disouasion in the Ap- 

pendix, page 53. is difficult td 
a 

The walit’y of workm 

q ccwnt for in #design calwlations: 
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. 
The third type of- tofier-anchor system, cot-misting of a short, 

wall-like masonry structure, was used for auapended bridges. 

‘Similar*probleme 81-e encountered with this type of masonry eyeten 

aa ‘with the type 2 tower-anchor. IF the cable backstay angle ie 

too steep , ,crecks may develop due /to high ehear thra-lgh &he 

masonry. 411 of the type 3 towers ‘seen in Taplejung had the 

rocks placed horizontally. Suparior‘stability might be achieved~ 

if the rock.5 were placed. at -a~-aligh-&angle. A&o, 
= 
if the< p_“ck’ of 

__ _ .-~. the wall ia alkghtly curved, the cable more uniformly distri&ltec 

the force to the masonry. . 

. 

73wz 3. Tod!5? -AAMt-jO~ 
,. 

Pfe7-l view SIdtT ti1ecJ 

The fourth and last type of tower-anchor system, coneiating of 

a direct anchorage withwt towers, utilized steel rode in shear 

to anchor the cables and had no masonry or wood structures. Ih 

all of the bridges seen the cablea were anchored to a large boul. 

der or bedrock by means of;hooked steel rods. With this type 

of anchor there are 3 modes of failure poseible: shear at the 

ateel rods ,>pullcut of a buried boulder or crushing of rock in 

front of the rods. Direct pullurf of the. eteel rode was not 

problei,aince in all the bridges studied the anchor rods had 

a 

very little vertical Force on them. The ahear strength of the 

anchor rods reduced the overall load capacity of the bridge 

in come cases. For 6 of the bri’dgee the aiz’ee of the anchor rods 

are shown next page. c ._ ~ 
’ .’ 

a 



,e allowable and ultimate shear force for the anchor rods on 

3ch bridge was computed:vs a comparison the allowable cabl,‘a 

:nsion, taken es one ,third breaking strength, is also listed. 

-i dge No and size Total Allowable+ Ultimate:: Cable . 
‘L 

3 Anchor rods Area Rod Force Rod Force Allowable 
-- 

:I ._ .52,-32mm- -16.1 cm2 17.7 tonne 32; 2 tonne 34.0 tonne 

3 2,s 9.82 10.8 19.6 32.2 

5 2, 32 16.1 17.7 32.2 34.0 

2 32 6 25 12.95 . 14.2. 25.9 11.2 

33 2, 32 16.1 17.7 3 .2 
7 

34.0 .. 
_...... ..+ 

Allowable shear stress = 1.1 togne/cm2. Ultimate shear stress 

‘= 2.0 tonne/cm2 [Indian Civil Engineering Handbook] 

n 3 cases oUt of 5 the rods would shear before the allowable 

sble tension is reached. In 4 cut of 5 the allowable rod foroe 

s less than the allowable cable force. These findings indi- 

ate local builders should be assLated in the selection of the 

-Imber and size. of shear rods. A simple chart might be deve- 

aped listing cable sizes and the c&-responding number and 

-ze of rods revired. 

. : 

; 

le problem of bwlder pull out is not easily attacked analyti’- 

lly. ‘&hen used with e type 2 tower the boulder should be par- 

ally under the rocks in the tower. This way the’weight of the 

so5y tower resists the pullout. The steeper the back angle 

e greater the vertical.force on the anchor boulder. This ia 
\ 

Ither reason to minimize the steepness of the backstay angle. 

~/du- A-?-lCAOf- :’ 
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e. 
1 . . 

ing is possible: Laze1 people might be instructed in how to 

identify good rock. 

An alternative type of deadman anchor might be introduced in 

Taple jung. The cable could be wrapped around steel pipes or, 

as in Baglung- D.istriot+ erwnd a bcicl-der end-then bulldog - 

gripped together. This anchor would eliminate the need for im- 

to be-wrapped around small diameter rods which might damage 

the cable. 

It. is suggested that simple guidelines shwld be developed 

for masonry towers. The guidelines cculd establish several types 

is uneco- 

since a great volume of stone 

masonry is -requirl’ed-. 

of the tower. 

the stone work and alGh tow~Fs are therefore not recommended. 

Taple jung.. This tower wtllld have a wider base than top so that 

the reaction force would intersect inside the base. Since the 

, tower would be tapered, the required dry stone volume would be 
‘9 

‘p 

I 
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1 

less.*or the same as is now used in the %ectan’gular towers. Cel- 

culations indicate that the masonry tower *could be greatly im- 

proved if the cable rested on a steel saddle at the top of 

the tower instead of directly on t-tick or on-wood. The ca 

steel friction co’eff-icieht is only about .l, while tha cable 

stone coeffici.ent is about four times that. By reducing the Ia 
coefficient of friction the unbalanced force on the tower is 

significantly ‘re&ced. A ge’neral analytical approach to tower 

design and .design examplqare given in the Appendix, pages 53-63. 

These calculations and results are intended as a starting point 

for the development of guidelines for stone masonry tower de- 

sign end construct’ion. 

2.6 Other Components 3 

Wind guy cables were seldom seen end, if they,were used, they 

were ineffective. On one of the bridges studied a shall dia- 

meter wire was nailed to a wooden member of the bridge walkway 

,and on shore the wire was wrapped q rcund a tree. OF course this 

type of wind, bracing is non*Functionel. It waa noted that bridges 

bhich had 2 or 3 longitudinal stringers running the length of 

the walkway had good lateral stability and should be able to 

Withstand high wind loading. 

) 

I I 

A 
\ 
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In order to secure anchor ‘rod steel in rock local people used 

a locally made lime cement [called chuna in Nepali). Pqrtland 

cement, if’evailable, wasalso used for anchor steel. The procedure 

used in making chuna is described in the Appendix, pages 68-69. 

Unfortunately the process is lengthy and often the necessary 

limestone rocks are hard to Find. For these reasons it appears 1 

that this local cementi can have only limited use in local bridge ’ 
, 

constru-ction in Taple jung. / 

Steel parts for bridges often were purchased in Oarjeeling and 

.* transported by local persons. The cost bf steel parts was some- 

times paid by a single wealthy Family near the bridge site and 

sometimes partly or in whole financed by the Oistrict. It’ appea- 

red that it was’usually the initiative of a single individual 

whioh kindled the necessary local enthusiasm to build a‘ bridge. .’ 

3. Conclusion 

Basically the local approach to bridge construction in Taplejung 

is structurally sound. Ideas For inexpensive improvement in’ local .. 

bridges have-peen given in this report. Some of these are listed 

below’: 

1. 

1 2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

‘Standardized suspender rod - cable connectors should be 

provided to the district 

Standardized a,lgle sections For walkway crossbeams instead 
II 

of steel Flats should be provided to the District . 

Improved dry stone masonry tower designs without wooden 

towers should be adopted _ 

c 
Three w&ys to improve the durability of stringers at the ends 

, 

OF the -6Gidge are’suggested + 

. 

More and/or larger diameter steel rods should be used to 

anchor the cables -L 

b 
Bulldog grips should be proved with cables to the Oibtrict. 

Local grips are not always dependable and should be avoided 
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training program in Taplejung for local bridga builder5 is 

Arrently planned and will be a good opportunity to introduce some 

f the technical innovations suggested in this report. The en- 

ineer-trainer of the program will have the responsibility of 

eveloping guidelines for local bridge construction in Taplejung. 

nese guidelines should be tentatively set down in a prelimi- . 

ary manual, which can-be refined during and after the training : 
‘i 

rogram. This manual should, besides establishing widelines, 

resent technical information in a simplified manner for use 

y local persons with practical experience but little or no 

ormal technical t:raining. The training program should be fol- 

owed up by supervision of each of the new overseers as he L 

uilds or repairs his first bridge. This could be accomplished 

y having an experienced engineer assigned to,several prbjecta. 

o act as an advisor. If a new overseer successfully completes ~ 

is first projec 
+ 

it is likely he will continue to be involved 
r 

n local bridge projects. 

. . 
esides the manual for the local bridge builders another manual 

ritten For engineers would be useful. The need for an engineer’s 

arual has’been observed in the Local q evelopmant Department and 

n’many districts. Peace Corps, SBO and other organizations also 

ould benefit from such a manual. The engineer’s manual $&wld _, 

nclude the following: 
n 

I 

Guidelines For the selection and s-lrvey OF bridge sites 

Design loadings listed in chart form for difFerent kinds 

of anticipated bridge trafFic andzifferent walkway widths 
u f 

Simplified ways to design bridges using charts whenever 

possible 

Design ideas for different site condit.ions and spans 

Bridge construdtion methods ! 
I 

> 

Useful technical data such as cable areas, steel rod’ sizes 

and areas, simple geometric relationships, yield strengths 

and Modulus of Elasticity for steel and cable and other 

information 

P 

, 



Special eections could be added to the manual to describe loca 

bridges built in other regions es those sections become’avail- 
~- 

able. The local marual should be writtien'both in English and 

in Nepali. The engineer’s manual shwld be in English and per- 

haps aiso in Nepali. 



Glossary 

. 
h 

Allowable Load: a load on a structure which causes the materials 

to be stressed to a permissible stress level. The permissible 

stress &or synonymously allowable stress] is given in a code or ’ I’ 
other,, references ~for specific materials. 

_/’ 

Allowable Stress: the ultimate or yield stress of a material 

divided by a safety factor. Allowable stress is synonymous 
9 

with permissible or working stress. 

i 
, 

Ahchor Block: a maaonry or concrete structure which ia used to 

secure- the tensimie Y%ii-ce~ -ITthe cable. The block ie usually 

buried CC partially buried. _’ 

Angle Section: A steel section which is’ ‘L’ shaped in cross 

se&ion. The critical dimensions are those of the ‘L’, including 

thickness. 

Sackstay: The section 0.G Bhe main bridge cables behind t’he 
Z 

tower saddles or cable9 support points. 

Beam : A prismatic bar that is subjected to force acting perpen- 

dicular to its axis. U-ally the croes secticnal’dimensions are 

m-rch less than tiie axial length. 

I 
Sulldog Grip: a device used to clamp a cable onto itself (or another 

. 
cable. It consist's of a ‘U’ shaped bolt and a grooved ca 4 ting with 

two holes in the casting permitting insertion of tbe ?U’ bolt. 

Clamping force is applied by tightening ruts on the ends of the _ 

I ‘IJ’ bolt. . 

“h 

Camber: the maxirmm rise in the walkway between the landing 

points. Walkwaye which are horizontal on/sag have no camber. -r 
See drawing page 5. Camber is often e&p$.essed as a percentage 

: 
of span length. 

*:’ 

. I 
R 

I 
Channel Section: - I steel section whicli has a 75 shape. The cri- 

tical dimenei one ara.,thoss of the’r’, including thickness. 



. 
Coefficient of Friction: the factor wh’ch, w’hen multipl 

4’ 
the normal force, gives the static or dynamic frictiona 

resistance to sliding between two faces 
I. ; 

I 

i,ed by 

1 

. \ C ompressi on : a force causing materiel to dondense or swaeZR ‘! : 
I 

-1.---- 

I - together. Opposite of tension. I. 5 

i 
.F !2 

P _ ~, ‘G I _A 
Cradle: ib,-plan view the, m&ii-&h deflection.of. the cabhe, 

E 
from ‘G 

_/” 
cable .supGorts or sadze. points toward the center!-ine of the 

‘j 
-.; 

bridge. Cradle is -often expressed ‘as a percentage of sban length. d 

?; 

Cross Support: a beam placed perpendicular to the walkway center- ‘i, 

line, to .support planking or stringers. 
. :; 

Dead Weight: the total weight of all structural elements along 

the bridge walkway. Usually expressed in weight per unit length 

along the bridge centerline. r: 

Dry Stone Masonry: a cementless structure built primarily of 

rook or brick. 
. jL , . 

Dynamic Load: 1. sxcess or impact load caused by any moving load. 

Opposite of static load. P =yf-_yli 

Flat:* a steel section.of rectangular cross sec.tion-with commoh=$ 

dimensions of 50 x 6 mm, 40 x 6 mm, 25 x 5 mm, 
“&--‘- .,z 

etc. ’ 

Forestay: the section of the 
i 

saddles or cable support points. 

Freeboerd: the distance between the\lowest point of the walkwey 

to Lthe water level. 

r 

-Full Live Load: the highest,anticipated loading condition 

excluding the dead load. Ususlly expressed in weight per unit ._ 

. , ,’ length along the bridge. i 



se Clamps: a device of thin steel strap often used to secure 

exible hose to metal tubes such as in a gas or diesel engine 

a steal strap has small transverseslits at n,ne end such that 

can be tightened by a screw in a housing et the other end of 

le strap. 

-_ 

. . . 

,bt-id Walkway: a modified bridge walkway combining design ideas 

Ien in axistin‘g walkways of an area. 

' an area have similar designs.? 

lngitudinal: lengthwise. In the cese of brid,gas any structural 

.ament running parallel to the centerline can be described as 

jngitudinal. 
,,,. ,’ -. 

,., 
, 

ldulus df,-E-i:sticity: a constant of proportionality which 

quate’s stress and strain linearly for-a:specific material. 

<pressed in force per unit area. 

3mint : the tendency of e force to cause rotation about a point 

- axi-s. Expressed in force times unit length. r. 

addle: the part of the tower’ on which the cable bears and 

lich in turn transfers the cable load to the tower. Usually ,. 

sde of steel. ‘I I 

3g Ratio: the ratio of maximum deflection, Yc’, of the cable 

q tween*support points-to the span length, S. Usually expressed 

s a’ percentage. See drawing, page 5. 

hear: the force tending to cause two parts which are in 

ontact to slide upon each other in opposite directions. 

hear Stress: the presarz caused by shear force acting on 

he two parts which’era in contact with each other. Expressed 

n force per unit area. - 

. . 



Stringer: a stl 
‘ 

bridges it is i 

Suspender Rod: - 

the walkway. ,. t 

Suspended Brs 

-< 
Span: the distance between tower -saddles or cable support points. 

ctural member used as a beam. In the case of 

longitudinally running beam of the walkway.. 

steel rod used to connect the main cables, to 

: a bridge in which the,walkway sag is the 

a sag. Llsuelly the sag ratio is less than 5 X. 

L 

i 
i 

)/ 

Suspension Bri,dge: a bridge in which the walkway is horizontal g 

or cambered. U&ally the main cables have a sag ratio greater 

than 5 %. 

Tension: a force causing material to pull apart. Opposite of 

compression. 

Tower: a struttura supporting the cable at the ends of the 
- 
bridge. It can be made‘of steel, concrete, masonry or wood. 

Working Load: the allowable ‘load. 
.- 

See definition OF allowable -~ 

load. , 

\Q 

Working Stress:. the allowable stress for a material. Sea 

definition OF allowable stress. 

1.’ 
.i 

._ J 
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following assumptions were made in ‘the cable computations: 

1. The ultimate cable stress was taken as 90 % of the new 
cable ultimate 

I u& = . 90 x 160 kg/mm2 : = 144 kg/mm2 

Tha value af 1.611 kg/mm2 is from the 
Strengths and Weights Tables, USHA Martin Black [Wire 
LTD I 

Ropes 
page 13 - 26. -_ 

.The allowable cable stress is taken as a third of the ultimate 
cab1 e stress : 

3 

a;;;, = ‘144j3 = 46 kg/mm2 

The factor of l/3 is suooasted Ln Part A of the’standsrd 
Trail Suspended and Suspension Bridges ‘by SEg -- 

~.-a\ 

L .T% Madubs of Elasticity, E, ia as armed to be 10.5 ,tonne/mm2 
USS tiger Brand Wire-Hope Hand Book, page’ 30, suggests 
tonne/mm2 for new 6 x 7 and 6 x 19 unoalvanized wire rope 

Thb high& value is taken since the cable-is used and there- 

I e prgt!ensioned. 

. I 

I erent cable types w*ere seen in Taplejung: . 
2 J. 

cable diaqeter 1 assumed 1. _ assumed 
construction I area 

I 

I 19 mm 6x7 fiber core. 
I 

138.7 mm2 I 26 32 mm mm / 6x19 6x19 wire wire core core 1 407.7 260.6 mm2 mm2 

44mm 8’ 6x19 wire core ‘797.4 mm2 

1 Abova .informetion from USS Tiger Brand Wire Rope Engineering 
Handbook, page 29. 
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I 
Fora sample calculation Bridge I 3 .is used. Data: 

cables:. 4, 19 mm diameter haulage rope 

span : 76 meter C= s] 

initial sag ratio: 0.036 at dead load C= _kiI 

erea cable z 4x136.7 mm2 = 554.6 mm2 [= A) 

’ 

Mod*. of Elasticity = 10.5 t/mm2 

Allow. cable stress = 0.048 t/mm2 

initial cable length, = Li _ 

,’ 

=. 76.30 m 

initial catile tension = ti 
assuming a d,esd load of 60 kg/m 

-. 3 

z 

The f-allowing 3 basic cable equations are used to derive a-the 
equatinn used to determine the allowable cable load. 

- cable length equation ,,t 

- cable tension equation [calbe tension 
is assumed equal to th'e horizontal 

tension J 

cable elongation equation 

The basic equation used for iteration is derived to be: 

[Reference: 
- , -. 

Paw 401 
USS Tiger Brand Wire Aop- -..: e Fngineering handbook, 

The variables are defined: 

Li 
= initial cable length A = cable area 

Lf 
= final cable length E = cable Modulus 'of lilasticity 

ti = initial cable tension 
wf 

= final cable load 

tf = final cable tension S = span 

Ki 
= initial sag ratio 



Now’the iteration can be carried out for different’ 
-‘values of W. 

,,Far different values of W, the load, the cable”tension, t, 
.“- is calculated: 

. 

.w.’ t W occurs when t =, 26.6 tonnes - 
all 

300 49.26 

I --L. 

1qo a.45 80 W all is sqlved for by interpolation 

200 36.59 ’ between 100 and 200:’ 
l 

1415 tonne/kg/m 

W 
all = JO0 f- 

Z6.b - 22.45 

1 O.l+Jl5 

n = 
all 

130 kg/m 

If the bridge dead load is 50 kg/m then the allowable bridge 
loading would only be 60 kg/m. 

‘6 Straaa -. Strain Incompatibility. batwaen Cable and 
Chain Links . 

For a sampl’e calculation bridge T 2 is ueed. Basic Oata: 

Steel ------ 

&.J= strain at yi‘eid 

67 yield stress = 23.91 kg/mm2 ‘, 

4= G/g = 23.91/~.oy x /04 = L/72 x fD-Jmnll/mq ) 

[the above values are from Indian Civil Engineering 
Handbook, page 16/33 
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. 

C Local Bulldog Grips 

Data: : .r’ 
Allowable tensile stress 
for bolts , = d& = 10.6 kg/mm2 

Area W ‘I diameter bolt------Abolt = 7B mm2 ’ 
[Ref. ICEHB, page 4/3Bl., ,, 

coefficient of friction 
cable on steel =+=.‘l - - 
Ultimate load capacity 
19 mm haulage rope = 16 tons 

.? 
N = +’ A’ bw 1: A6 = 4’ Y /a. 6 ,x ‘78 d 

= 3.31 tonne. _ .“* 

F 
resisting 

= N x,U-= 3.31 x .l. = 0.331 tonne 
18 

No of bulldog~grips required = x = 54 

If it were possible to increase the coefficient of friction 

to . 3 by grooving the plates the number of grips could be 
reduced to 18. 

EfFective coefficient of friction - standard irip ----___-____-_-_--_-------------------------- -- - 

1” wire core 6x19 galvanized cable 

rumber of grips rewired = 5 [part A, Trail Bridge Manual, 

page 5/2023 

breaking strength of cable = 41.7 tonne [assuming cL/t- 160 kg/mm2, J-2 
area cabl,e = 260.6 mm21 

allowable normal force of grip. = 4.14. tonne [assuming x ” 
diameter U#bolt ,- 2.07 tonne allowable per side, 
ICEHB, page 4/35] 

effective coefficient of’ friction = 41.7 ’ = 2.01 

L 4.14x5 

This result indicates that en effective coefficient of friction 
of higher than . 3 should be possible for local grips if,they are 
properly made. Testing’ would be necessary. 

-0 Walkway Oesign Calculations 

1. Flat with 3 stringers walkway design ------L-------------- 
-F---- 

--------- 



,: 

1 
l 

. 
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Planking: specify at least 1X” sal wood to assure good 
durability . Less than 1X” required for strength. 

._ 

Stringers design: D 

Loading of stringer , 

Asslme . 5 P distributed to the mi ddl 

.25-P 

“‘I?’ 

5-p 
SP 

e stringer and .25 
the outside stringers.* 

data : 

f 
I 

all = 
allowablle stres’s in Sal stringer = 1 
Creferenpe: ICEHB, page g/26] 

12 kg/cm2 ’ 

P = factored point loading on one panel 

S.F. = 1’.7 Csajfety factor] 

M = moment q’n stringer 

P to 
,/’ 

I = mome.nt of inertia 
* 

C = 
1 distance to the neutral axis from tension Face 

width o.f ,&tringer 

height of stringer, parallel to loading 

Assume, the unfactored point load to be 160’ kg 

P - - ‘;7Px 180 = 306 “g Cl.7 is a dyT;z&cfactor, 

M --= x 40 = 20 P = 20 x 306 

= 6,120 kg-cm 

Assume the stringer width to be 10 cm then, 
1 ? I I 

‘I = + b h=, b = 10 so, 
IC 

I 10 h3 =- 
12 

P 

= ML in the case of a rectangular section 
\ 

;.ll =N”?“/r substituting ebove value for M i’ 

and equati.ons for I and c, L 

for the middle stringer and 6 x 6 cm for the side stringers. 



oss support flat design: 
‘1 
L 

= 
al 

Mo&lus of Elasticity of Sal Wood 

= 1.27 x 105 kg/cm2 [Reference ICEHB, page 9/2B] 

‘tee1 = 
Modulus OF Elasticity of Steel 

=.: 2.1 x 10 6 kg/om2 [Reference ICEHB,.page 5/43] 

= 
ial . 

area sal.plank, cross section 

Lee1 
= .area steel flat, cross section 

= 
ial 

allowable compressive stress of sal = 29 kg/cm2 
\ 

jteel 
= allowable tensile stress steel = 1,260 kg/cm2 

[Reference: ICEHB, page 10/3] 

; 

= moment of intertia of compo’site beam 
., ~. 

:: 

= distance to neutral axis from tens1 e f$ce bX * *4 
8. 

= distance from outside tensile to compressive face . 
= distance from inside tensile to inside compressive face, 

; 
‘If; = 

allowable moment in, beam 
-. 

‘_ 

A/ ,= 
design loading for beam e 

. 
Bm’posite actidn iszss-lmad between the flat and aal plank. 

i ,’ 
Miposite beam cross section: 

i 
“. 

L IF.c-cm k 
* 1 

CT-- Steel 
= 1,260 kg/cm2 

a- Sal 
= 29 kg/cm2 

I 1 

ASal = 15 .x 3.8 = 57 cm2 

n order to obtain maximum efficiency the et&l in the fldt 
-. 

. 
hwld reach allowable stres&at the same tim$ the eel plank r 
caches the allowable Fompressive stress. I 

/ 
I 

tensile~stress 
. 

, 
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Assuming that 1.31 cm2 of steel is used, a transformed area * 
I can be considered in calculating I : The transformed area is 

composed of two 15 x 3.6 cm sal planka separate’by 7.9 cm. 
. 

I = - 
I 

b (B’-cd 

? 

I2 
,*< 

b = 15 cm, O=li.7cm, . 
d = 4.1 cm 

- --- -------?+.a. 
I 

I 
= 1s(11.73~r.13) 

- I2 _ 
im -$A” 

I = 1,915.96 cm4 

M 
al.1 = 

2% (19/5..6) -- r 
3-Y< 

M+ 
design = 4 

300 kg x 40 cm = l$.,OOO kg ’ 

M 
design -2 Mall ’ ’ so if there is composite action ‘the 

cross beam system is safe. i ’ _ 
’ > 

F1d.t Cross Support design ’ 
as&ming use of 3/E’! bolte 

3 
:- D 

:’ A 
bolt 

= .T-!r-+- = 0.y ime 

, A 71 + 1.31 = 1.42 cm2 Cl.31 cm2 for above . required = . 
. . c 

L calculation1 

h 

defined earlier . 



75 . / 3fl” 
= p x 40 = &-do kg-cm 

h1 = *; t deli = li2 kT,cm2 

qinger Oesign: ,as$lme P 1 oa d s each stringer in the center 
the panel so the previously calculated 10 x 6 cm sal 

:tion is sufificient. 

nt Lles,ign: use the same 40 x 6 mm as previously calculated. 

‘&Y i 
a 

l-&lx-id L&al Design Walkway -- --‘~;~‘---------------- 
. “;’ ;;ji;’ i, 

Ink ‘design:’ use 1%” thick 
planking ;I’ 

Cross section with shear 
and moment diagrams: 

*ingers desi,gn: use 6 x 10 cm 
idle stringe/r and 6 x 6 cm 
le stringer*. Attach with 
I” bolts through angle . 

, 
lie cross support design: 

= 1&.25P 

‘@ &Xl36 ‘kg (factored i 
point load] 

= IX 12.25 x 306 = 
3,748 kg -cm 

.l 
= 1,260 kg/cm2 

= Section Modulus = 

: 

. M 3,746 -= 
f 1,260 all .4 

= 2.97 cm3 
I 

3 a 50 x 50 x 5 angle with S = 3.1 cm3 C~ICEHB, page 4m/4] 

. 



Flat-angle bo connector design 

shear force = BOO kg/cm2 

” 

(ICEHE, page iO/33 

A 150 
required 

= 
’ 800 

- 0.1875 so i,f F” g bolts are used there is a 
high safety factor of 3.4’ 

3/W’ Pr bolts are also alright. 

It is suggested that the bolt have a qmall hole in it for a 
cotter pin so the,.rut .,can not come off. 
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. 

I” 
From eq. 5 it is possible to determine the‘cratio of the’horizonial ,i 

force to the 

angle, backstay 

The angle,#, can be 

When designing a 

be known In order to determine the tower bas‘e, width, 
i 

r , 

@= forestay ang’le under 
full bri.geload 

pii- backstay angle 

A = tower height 
-- J-’ -( I 

j 



Y . 

The coefficient of Friction ranges from about .1 For a steel 

saddle to . 4 for a masonry rock saddle. The forestay under .fu 11 

load can be determined using the iterative appr0ach.d 

,- 

on page 44oF the Appendix. 

ii 

The reaction force, R, should be within the base of t 

This con’dition is described m&hematically as: 

or alternatively: 

same bridge geometry 4 different masonry tower and 
(I 

I anchor schemesare- ‘worked out in order to assess their relative 
TF---------- - 

merit. The following data it-e the initial conditions used in 

all 4 examples: 

$ = 3 meters at dead 
1oa.d ,’ I 

S = 50 meters .~ 

h= 4.B meters 

19 mm 6xL.F: i bet+--~“” cable = 4, 
czJ $ l~,g --- --.-- --- -- cOre 

j 1 

dead load = 35 kg/m 

Full load = 200 kg/m 
.““... I.. . . 

fi=. 1 [coeff of.friction 
For steel saddle] 

p = 3o” 

(CmkGd -f;-L&NC ) . 



Oesiqn Example 1 

Type 2 Tower without Wooden Towers 

step 1 e--m-- Determine q , forestay angle, under Pill load 

initial cable length = 1;. z 3 (1 + B 3,= 
3 ,s” > 

- 

initial cable tension = &- = us?- 

* $ 
; 

the iterative equation, described! page , is used 
to compute the cable tension under! full load’. 

cable tension will be solved for I live 
losding of -200 kg/meter: 

solvjng for . 

the corresponding. k , sag ratio, and forestsy 
can now be solved for: 

engls 



pP_-il Determine the ratio of H, horizontal foroe, to N., : 
normal force, at the top of the tower ? 

step 3 Datermine minimum dimension, d , _--_-- 

.I d m,h = A *iLarry- 

2 lf.L rfrtlt(/Z.&o) = h03 mcfcr 

e 

atep 4 ------ Set final proportions f-r tower-anchor 

L 1 .? 
- Ass-n-$- - ssr\ 

. 

Aee-lming that the cable can be gradually ourvsd as shown above, 
the tower ‘volume is 

._ 

AThe 10 X increase in the backetay angle was noted on the : 
Inwa Khola Bridge, I 5. 



le-iqn Example 2 - * 

Type 2 Tower with’wooden Towers 
I 

step 1 -__--- Determine forestay angle, 

Since the cable is supporzed by wooden towers the angle w 
remains horizontal as the bridge is loaded. This nieans it ' 

is cdnstant and aqal to zero independent of the loadi&. 

step 2 ------ Determination of % and f 
i 

H -= .cos 0 / +./J-h%30 $9sao(-, -.lSb-kO 
M SIGL30 + Srizd 

. 
* 

= 0.36% 

step 3 Determination of d ------ 

step 4 ------ F’inal proportions: 
c 

. 

d = 1.5 Cl.693 = 2.55 
[rounded to 5‘cm] 

\ 



Type 1 Tower wi%h Modifications 

From example 1 the followinq values are the same: 

Oesign Example 3 

- 

d&= 1.03 meter 

Masonry Tower Proportions : 

\ 

- 59 - 

Overturning: 

Volume tower = 24.5 m3, W = 2.3 x 24.5 = 56.4 tonne ’ 

solve for x: I 

solve for N and H: 

= 0.~236 I 

a Y 
% 

-’ ‘I +oJg&, 30.0 -J 



. 



Anchor Size Determination 

.L = 2.3 tonne 

zr= , 18.5 tonne [Ex. 1) 

[coefficient of 

H = lb.ofi t@nnC 
-_ 

= ~.zS-.ddnmc ’ 

= 38.37 tor;lne E 

Volume requi,red I= 
38.37 

2.3 = 

Total tower + anchor Volume = 24.5 + 16.7 
/ 

L/f.+&, = 41.2 m3 
D 

Design ,Example 4 

Type 1 Tower with’ modification and atone saddle, 

stone-cable coefficient of friction 
eswmed to be .4 

= 300 * ++ ‘Ir 

% and # must be ~recalculatad: 

= co5 XI(I f .43r+ 34 -co.s30(, -/j&J<,) 

3 ’ 5 s&l 30 + Sri-l K/ 
‘- __ = a.503 Y ‘_ - , \ 

, \ / 

--- 



C. Discussion --- a r’ 

..,-.L’: 

The results of the first 3 design examples indicate that’the 
‘. 

modified type 1 tower and an-char sysem is the ,m.ost efficient 1 i 
0 

in the use of &tone for the 50 meter span bridge g*i3en ,the 
i 

.,:i 
previaously listed initial conditions. The type 2 tower-anchor $1, 

$ 
system with wood towersrecpired the.highest volume of dry stone J 

j,. 
masonry, 73.1 m3. The type 2 tower without wood towers required ‘:i 

59 m3. The modified type 1 tower 
‘if 

and anchor only required 41.2 m3i 
,$ 

This means that the modified type’ 1 tower and anchor is 30 % more4 
I’,’ 

efficient than the type 2 tower-anchor without wood towers and a ..;& 
‘4’ 

44 % more efficient that the type 2-tower-anchor with wood tower& 
n 3 ‘3: * ,;2; 

;+e 
The use of wood towers in front of the type 2 masonry tower leads; 

.- 
to an excessive volume of stone masonry relative to the other towe 

types considered. The ratio of the horizontal force to the vet-tic& 
!‘ ;? 

force for the type 2 tower with wood towers in the design example? 

was 0.37, while the type tower without wood towers had a ratio of!; I 
:!.:I 

0.22. The higher horizontal component of for-e CC,- the type 7 to 

anchor with wood towers means more masonry is required ahead of 

the saddle in order for the resultant cab*le force to be .kept wit 

the tower base when the bridge is fully loaded. 

OLsign examples 3 and 4 show the importance of the cable-saddle L 

coefficient of friction. 7 The type 1 tower with a stone saddle 

required 54.7 m3‘of dry stone masonry, compared to the type 1 

tower with a steel saddle, which required 4i.2 m3. With all vat-i 

ableg held constant, the tower with the stone saddles required 

c 
.‘I. 

25 % more dry stone masonry than the tower with-steel saddles. 

The following conclusions were reached for the design examp’les 

studied: _. 

1. The separate tower-anchor system uses less masonry volume > 
:; 

tha+n the combined tower-anchor system. 

2. The use of wood towers in front of a combined tower-anchor :I 
.,( 

, leads to a higher volume of masonry than without the wood to 

3. A tower with a steel saddle requires less stone masonry than 

;one with a stone saddle due to the lower coefficient of fric 
1 

of the steel. ., 

t’ 



JF the above conclusions apply only to. the specific.d&aign 

lies considered but it ‘is suspected that they hold true in 

-al, independent of the initial conditions. [Here the initial' ., 

itions are the given sag*,Tatio, span, , 0 
’ dead Load, ilive load, 

-, : 
p heigh-t, tower width,.- tioefFicient of friction' d? thersaddlb, 

b .- area, -cable Modulus-of ,Elaaticity, forestay angle and back- Y 

3 rigI 61 . . a 
Y ’ 

I . 
3 detaiLa were not’ considered cin the,de&ign asamples.. It is .-: 

d 

" 

nended that some dement be used in the top of the tower to 

transfer fhe cable load to the dry stone masonry below. d 

ala solution is shown here: 
i : 

* . 

L 
, ru -I-. 

. 

. 
d . 

Iles rest on‘stone-bloc&a which distribute the load to a 

-ted concrete alab. Jn this desigq a steel bearing plate is 

3d by grpted bolts to the s&one saddle block. Local persons 

erienced in stony cgrwing so the cutting of the stone 
:, 

should be no p.roblem,. Reinforcement both on the bottom nf . 
lb and under the saddle atones iebggasted. 

local manual the modified type 1 tower and anchor dimensions 

be worked out for different spans so that the towers have . 

Giant safety Factor against a worst case loading and geometry. 
‘i 

rst case, For example, might be for a “high backatay angle 

45” and a live load of 300 kg/m2. * 



., SC 
> - . i. 

-a 
‘. 0 ’ , ‘. i 

*The follpwing,are suggested widalih~e,s for design loadings of ’ ; 
,” ‘ \ 

lo$alzbridges and allowable stress [or, synonymously, woi-king ; 
0 

‘stre*&s] of materiYals. The. allowable stress method is assumed 
J 

to bs used a-7 a basis for bridge design. In .th.is method structures i 

.&-e designed so that. the actual+zress u’nder the co?ditionspf d.,esig ,‘,* 
i&ding hoes not exoeed the specifitid allowable stress:Oesign j 

1oading.s sh,oulb realistically refle6t the expected bridge &e>Ffic i 
1. 3. . . 

an4 shtild ‘not”ibe”multiplied by a safety’ Factor. * _‘T./ L- 

‘. $9. 9. 6 
>\ ‘-. * 

. . . ‘L” I 
i 4 -: .s 

.- 

&Qs&ggn Live Loabs 
.- 

d 
\ 

b 
,.:’ 8&e possible ‘iorst caseloadings are considered below: 
.L. -* ,i r- 

1 
- . . _ I /’ A. * j 

, 
‘ih~;& Brid’ge -felled load ‘d with p0rter.s. 

-T- i 

-d.b&ter weig ’ 
e .= , 

Assume : 65 kg . * 1 _ .- 00 cy .- 42 ‘l”po+er carr i kg 
_ Total 165 kg :, ( ) i 

porter density = .l porter/m2 
. .’ : 

5 ., 
= 165. kg/m2 

a , “~ 
3 

-+sEx ._ Bridge packed with unloaded people. 

Assume: 1 person weighs 65 kg 

pC!rSOh dSJ3Sity = 4 persons/m2 
*I = 260 ‘kg/m2 i 

Case 3 Bridge filled with. large water.buffsloes. _----_ 
Assume : 1 buffale\ weiahs 300 kg ,, 

L 
buffalo density *= X bfFalo/mt2 . 

I 
* 

3 

k .1,!3. kg/m2 :‘. 
. I 

,_I L:~ 
<’ ’ The second’caseo-eatss the highest- live loading situation. It ie 

’ possible to clacs more than 4 porters per s+are meter but highly 

unlikely. If six 65~kg persons stood every s-are meter of a 

“bridge, 390 kg/@ l~i-ve ‘load oould be reached. SBO recommends ’ 

400 k,g/m2 for.the live losd., This represents a very high loading 

and has a low probability of. 0ocurenc.e. For example, in order to 

load fully a” 50‘ fnoeter bridge with a meter wide walkway, over 300 _ 

persons each weighing 65 kg would have to stand on the bridge at’ 
. . - 

one time. S9C”reducas” the per square met%- ldad>ng for span% abovl 
, 

.a-. 100 meter adcording to the following equation: 
‘- 
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cl = 400 - x [ s - ‘100 J ( L S > 100 meters c P in kg/m2 ] 

s equation reflects the’ decreasing probability of having a ful 

d condition 

this should be 
- I 

rter span length. 

0. 
Perhaps an equation similar 

For local bridges starting at a 

econd design live load could be used For local bridge-building. 

ive load OF 300 kg/m2 is suggested. This represents a rea- 

tic yet conservative loading condietion,M It is also suggested 

t reductions in the per meter live load with decreasing walk- 

width be permitted only up to load of 150 kg/m and not beyond 

t. The Following graph shows the suggested linear, live loa.ds 

the walkway width: 

P 

ot 1% kg/m for narrow walkways represents a.63898 

two persons are standing per meter accro5s the sntirs 

-- _= ;; 
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--- 

B.Point Loads 

The following are possible point loading conditions: 

case 1 Loaded porter stepping with entire weight on one foot: -_---- 
Assume:’ 1 porter weighs 65 kg 

1 porter carries 
.~ * 

100 kg :.. 
total porter load 165 kg ‘-8 

r .! 
L *, 

5 
,J! I 

case 2 Water buffalo stepping on one point with half of -_---- 
-its weight: 

,;. 

..I 

%&me.: 1 buffalo weighs 250 kg 
, ,‘,.$ 

, 1.1 
. ;‘. : total point load 250 

- = 125 kg 
,- x” 2 

I 

cs& 3 Loaded pack animal stepping on one point with half ’ __---- 
of it its weight 

Assume: 1 mule weighs 
1 mule carries 

L50. kg 

100 kg 
total mule load 250 kg 

250 
total point load F = 125 kg 

I _ 

-, 

A 165’kg~pcint load of a porter with B heavy load is the cmst--. 

case c,onsidered. It is suggested that all bridge walkway be 

designed to support at least a point load of 165 kg. A loaded 

porter.will*try to cross almost any bri.dge 
d 

, 
‘, J 

- 

C. Working Stress of Materials 

The Indian Civil engineering Handbook [ICEHB] : 
., . . 

allowable stress FOI- most of the : ‘1 

building. 
9 

> 
:-t; 
.!,,I 

1. Wood CICEHQ, p&ge 9/2;3 -s-L 

Sal : 

,. ,. 
,i_! 

se, 

all'bwable bending stress = 140 kg/cm2 [outside location] 
.~ $Pi 

r ‘f:‘&i 
/ g” 

allgwable shear st’rsss parallel to grain = 9..4 kg/cm2 
.i::.fi 
::! ,,/ .. ‘$ 

allowable shear stress perpendicular to grain = 13.4 kg/cm2;, 
/ ( :,: 

‘7, 

Blue Pine: ’ . 
,: _’ 
( . 
” , 

allowable bending stress = 56 kg/cm2 [outside location] #.,‘:j 
c-c- 

allowable shear stress parallel to grain = 5.6 kg/cm2 

allowable shear stress perpendicular to grain = 8.0 kg/cm2 ,, 

’ , 



[ ICEHe, page 4/12 and 4/351 

Ile. tensiie stress = 7.5 tons/in2 = ,051 kg/cm2 

Ile bearing stress = 10 tons/in2 = 1,409 kg/cm2 

11a shear stress = 5 tons/in2 = 704 kg/cm2 

!as OF different diameter bolts minus the threads is 
on page 4/35, ICEHB. 

Iarts CKEH~, page .10/33 .-w-w 

Ile tensile stress untested 

f 

eel = 1,260 kg/cm2 (: bending] 

11e tensile stress tasted st el = 1,650 kg/cm2 [bending] 

11e tensile, stress tested st L el = 1,500 kg/cm2 [axial] 

jle shear stress untested steel = 900 kg/om2 

lie shear str:ess tested steel = 1,100 kg/cm2 

Jook by USHA Martin Black Wire Ropes Ltd of Calcutta 

:he ultimate tensile stress of cable strand as 160 kg/mm2. 

1 other sources suggest an allowable working stress of 
/ ) 

.rd of the ultimate, 54 kg/mm2. The steel areas of 
. 

snt diameter and construction cables are listed in, the 

lual and handbooks put ‘out by cable manufactures. 

stress-strain curves are available for the cables 
c 

y used in Nepal perhaps the working stress range 

,e set for each cable independently. It might be found _ 

tking one third, of the ultimate breaking strength is 

conservative and a safet 
A 

factor of- as low as 2’.0 is 

.e. 

sidelines for Foundations 
6 

- 67 - 

;e that safety factor of 1.5 should be used for anchor 

llations involving sliding _aenUvar:‘+lIrningS in, Part A 

1 Bridge Manual, page 3.701. It also has been suggested 

ddle l/3 rule’be used in anchor .block design. 

le states that the resultant force of the anchor 

nd the cable ‘force must fall in the middle ,1/3 of 

se 0 in local bridg&?’ 

i ~ 



Appendix VI 

Method for Preparing Local Lima - “C hu na” 

Materials 

8 dokos of limas.Sone rook v 

- Wood , * 

Furnade, 3’ x 3’ x 5’, made of stone masonry 

Water 
\ 

- Clay water jug or tin -I- 
Tongs, long metal type 

: -e---- 

Procedure 1 

1. 

2. 

3. 

4. 

5. 

6. 

7. 

Break up limestone rock into pieces about 4 - 5 tolas..in 4 

weight, H“ x %“. x X1’ approximately 

The kiln should be built about 5 ft high and 3 ft on each r- 
siae with a hole ebout 5” diameter about 1% ft up from the.., 
ground. The wall should be built up’ 5 ft high with stones :’ 
and mud. 

r .! 

use firewood 1X or 2 ft long and as thick as . 

a man’s arm. The firewood shwld be placed :: 
crisscross as shown on a f-let rock serving 
as cover for the hole in the kiln. 

El3 ,- i !.! 
Put a leyer o.f abcut 20 ser of the broken 1,imestone on top:+ 
of the firewood followed by another layer of,*firewood pla-l:l 
ted as described abovs and then another layer of about 
sar of limestone. Layers of rock and wood should be 4 - 

15.3 

thick, with a total of 5 lsyars each. 

After filling the kiln in the above mann put f_irewood 
the top and light a fire at the- bottom. ter t6a fire- 
wood on top of the cover of. the hole starts to burn, the 
fi e at the bo~ttom may be removed. 

Tk After bout Z4 hours when the firewood has all burned, th 
limestone should be red in color just like glowing live .1 
coals. If not, than add more firewood. Let the limestone 
remain red for X hcur, then remove the cover from the bo 
tom of the kiln‘srid the limestone will fall wt. 

Put abwt 1 pathi of water in a clay water jug or in a ti 
and ‘add the limestone pieces by using steel tongs [‘chimt 
The limestone will dissolve with a hissing, wt-gling em-! 
Add more water gradually. 
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9. your- off the lime into another container. It should be 
the consistency of yoghurt [‘dahi’]. Any rock pieces re- 
maining are not sufficiently burnt and should be retour- , 
ned to the kiln for reb-rrning according to the above 
described process 

9. Water must be added to the prepared lime in the tin or 
3 

clay water jug. The lima should not be dried. If it dries, 

it gets;-hard like a rook and will not redissolve. ,._ c, 

10. When used for making cement the lima should be the con- 
sistenoy of thick buttermilk ['mahi']. About 4 - 5 mana 
of somewhat coarse, red-type ' kuring' sand should be added 
and mixed to about 1 pathi of lima in order to meke cement. 

- 

- 

d firewood 

cover 

-fire . 

open on side 

Note should be made thet the weight unit of q er is not uniform 
hrarghout Nepel. Further research is necaesery concerning the 
aening of red-type ‘kuring’ sand. This i,a evidently not river 

he above deecribac 
18s not been 

I procetira was given by a local person end 
tested by the authors of this report. 
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Photos and Orewinqs 

I A seleotion-,of: photos ,A&. sh&q 
:.,, ,:, . . ../_ ;,1,+‘:! “:’ :;:, ..p.: 

-” in”&; main b&y of the report; ,. 
:, ._ 1 ., ,a, . 
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I 
Ovenall View OF Bridges 
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Overall View of Bridges 
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Cables, Chains, Grips and Connection DeEells 
. - 

I ---- 
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I Towers and Anchors , . 
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Details of Mewa Khola Bridge, 1 E; 

Overall View of the bridge 

Walkway Construct i on 



Bridge Ilam 2 
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Overell View of the Bridge 

i 

Left Bank Tower 
. . 

,’ 
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b’alkway , f 

Right Bank Tower 
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Suspender Rods, Fencing 

b’alkway Construction 

. 
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Oetails From other Ilam Bridges 
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Walkway - Suspender Rod 
Connection, Ilam 3 

Walkway - Suspender Rod 
Connection, Ilam 3 
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, 

I Cable Support Point,’ Ilam 1 

J 

Cable Clatip, Ilem 1 
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